Spring Formal plans become final

Linn Williams

Spring Formal tickets are now for sale in the business office, according to Nancy Bradley, sophomore Feminine committee chairman.

Tickets for the event are $5 to cover the cost of the meal. The meal will probably be a steak dinner, last year it was well worth the cost,” said Bradley.

After much discussion, sen-

ate bill 107 was tabled until it can be investigated further.
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Area students attend annual music event

Journalists honored

Six members of the Norse Wind won individual awards during the annual spring convention of the Oklahoma Collegiate Press Association on the campus of Northeastern State University in Tahlequah last week.

Competing against 16 state junior colleges and universities, Norse Wind staff members won seven awards. Tulsa University captured 13 awards while Oklahoma Christian College won nine individual awards.

Approximately 100 collegiate journalists participated in the four-day convention featuring speakers from various media across the country.

Sophomore Brian Johnson, of Sneed Spring, finished first in the sports feature writing category. Another Sneed Springs sophomore, Clint Biber, captured a third place certificate in sports humor writing. Bibe, a sports editor along with Johnson of the Norse Wind, also finished third in the general news writing category.

Junior, Trey Blevins, earned a first place certificate in advertising. Blevins, the Norse Wind advertising manager, was competing in an open category against both junior and senior colleges.

Kent Clements, Barnadlal freshman, finished second in the column writing division for his humorous column. "Dennis": A column was also an open category with both junior and senior colleges competing.

Jake Jones, a freshman from Tishomingo and star of the Norse Wind staff, also competed in the open category.

This year’s event featured various speakers and workshops that were very well received. The event was well attended and the competition was close.

Dorm competitions offer group activity

Offering dorm residents an opportunity for the spirit of competition, the Interfraternity Council sponsored the Battle of the Dorms, the Nx.

Thursday's events will include
dorm music, entertainment, and food. The events are expected to be a lot of fun. Residents are encouraged to participate and have a good time.

For more information, contact the Interfraternity Council at Interfraternity Council headquarters or check the website for details.

Students are encouraged to participate in the events and come out to show their support for their dorms.

CANDIDATE

Katherine Smith, junior, declares her candidacy for student senate officer position
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**Student votes critical at polls**

Oklahomans will go to the polls Tuesday April 20 to vote on three different state questions, and 20 of our state’s 77 counties will also vote on the highly controversial “liquor by the drink” issue which was approved by the Legislature to be on a county option basis.

State question 586, if approved, would allow the Legislature to set limits on claims or actions against the state on account of its political subdivisions for the amount of damages recoverable from the state or political subdivision for wrongful death.

Currently, Section 7 of Article 23 of the Oklahoma Constitution prohibits statutory limitation on the amount of money that can be recovered in a lawsuit for wrongful death. The only exception to this provision is compensation in cases falling under the Worker’s Compensation Law.

We feel that when you vote on this issue, you need to keep in mind that any claim against the government body is ultimately paid by the taxpayers of that body, one way or the other.

If passed, state question 586 would reduce the state’s liability to a reasonable level.

State question 587 is the most important to higher education of the three. If passed, it would provide up to an additional $143 million for appropriation this year.

This proposed constitutional amendment would change the present financial aid system in Oklahoma. The funds would be divided among the state’s institutions of higher education. Under certain conditions, the passage of this amendment would allow the Legislature to decide how to distribute the funds to the various institutions.
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Dear Editor:

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all the SEO students who participated in the recent Safety Fair. The students displayed a wide range of safety topics, and their presentations were informative and engaging. We appreciate their hard work and dedication to promoting safety awareness.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Name]

**Vice or Virtue**

**Norse Wind**

Ruth Virtue

The search is on for the missing children of America, and we would be in great shape if we could use the same techniques employed by the police to locate missing children.

In 1966, 70 million children disappeared and 20,000 of them were killed or never found. According to U.S. News and World Report, Feb. 11, 1965, I do not think that people have any idea about how many missing children disappear every day. And the fact is, it happens everywhere.

With the elimination of the problem of child abuse, many communities are on the move to prevent the loss of children. This is the reason for the “Vice or Virtue” movement.

**Student votes critical at polls**

The unconventional method...........
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Ruth Virtue

I know you’re probably thinking, “What’s this all about? Why are they killing all these children?”

Actually, the “Vice or Virtue” movement is a system designed to prevent the loss of children and their return to their rightful owners. It was established in response to the growing number of missing children worldwide.

The movement is based on the premise that the best way to prevent the loss of children is to educate people about the dangers of child abuse. The “Vice or Virtue” movement is working to raise awareness about the issue of child abuse and to encourage people to take action to prevent it.

I urge you to support this important cause by participating in the “Vice or Virtue” movement and by spreading the word about the issue of child abuse. Together, we can make a difference.

Thank you.

[Signature]

[Ruth Virtue]

Managing Editor
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Beauty contests help Dill gain confidence

Julie James

Some may think that in order to win a beauty pageant, all one must have is looks. But according to Miss Dill, a Columbus, Kan., sophomore majoring in drama, it takes much more.

In most pageants, the categories include interview, which counts for 15 percent of the score, talent, which counts for 35 percent of the score, and evening gown, which counts for 50 percent of the score. "Each category is tough. You have to be both physically and mentally talented," she added.

"For example, you never know what questions the judges will ask. It's important to stay on top of politics and current world issues," she added.

"It takes about three months of preparation for each pageant," she said. Dill has participated in the Miss Ohio pageant, Miss America Pageant, and the Miss America Pageant in New York City.

"I'm just now making back the money I've spent on pageants. Little things add up," she commented.

"My favorite category is talent, because that's the only chance you have to be on stage by yourself. You can show what you really are," she said.

Dill has accumulated approximately $8,000 in prize money and scholarships, hotels, and cash. She also won a portable television set which has a radio and clock on it, and plus a $500 savings account.

"I'm just now making back the money I've spent on pageants. Little things add up," she commented.

"My favorite category is talent, because that's the only chance you have to be on stage by yourself. You can show what you really are," she said.

BEAUTY QUEEN

Miss Dill, a sophomore from Columbus, Kan., poses proudly for the camera. Dill has competed in various pageants throughout the state and the nation, and will participate in the Miss America pageant later this year.

Elliott leaves position as music instructor

Brent Clements

"I have no idea what I will miss teaching," Elliott said. "I always miss doing something that you enjoyed, and something that you have been doing for so long that it has become routine." He added.

Elliott's immediate future is uncertain. He has been offered a position at a private school, but has not yet made a decision.

When asked about his future teaching plans, Elliott replied, "I have no idea what I will miss teaching. I always miss doing something that you enjoyed, and something that you have been doing for so long that it has become routine." He added.

Elliott's immediate future is uncertain. He has been offered a position at a private school, but has not yet made a decision.
DIVERSION
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Since the end of the year is near at hand, I feel sick in my stomach to think about all these people who have lost any relative or friend, and I can't help but consider that if you had read this column that you fall into one of the following groups I shall list below, then please by all means do all of your shopping and get into your car and drive for the nearest cliff.

It is not that these people do not deserve to live, it is just that you would not want to be one of them. They cannot use their hands, or their minds, and are completely useless.

One place where you are certain to run into these types of people is in a fast food restaurant. You know who you are talking about. The people who are who are in front of you, so they can get their Big Mac a full thirty seconds earlier.

Since many people who eat in one in this situation look at it as if they are defeating and so for the Pittsburgh Steelers, you need to think twice about eating as an issue.

A prime example to this occurred a few years ago when a rather large woman who looked as though she could be the wife of Shander Alaab, a horror, by the way is forced by an eighty-year old son.

My mother, a woman who will not use the microwave for fear of breaking a nail, observed this from a nearby table she was seated at.

Mum became instantly engaged, and throwing down her compact, she went to participate in sexual contact with female Kamala.

A dr. of ours has said that such a type is, in fact, they are incredible comedians, after a couple of giggles of Mum's purse the vicious woman returned on her money.

Another type of person, obviously put on a weight of, spends his time on America's highways.

You know whom I am talking about. Those people who will

Project examines urban law

"The purpose of the city government is to improve the city. They lack motivation and motivation is the key," he stated.

"Until this nation-wide reading problem is corrected, students must motivate themselves. Students have the right to fail, and they have the right to succeed. It's up to them.

Research done by Payne showed that students with an average ACT score of six who did not enroll in the reading program made an approximate 1.2 grade point average.

Those with the same ACT score who did enroll in the program earned an approximate 1.4 grade point average.

The class is taught in three parts.

The first part of the class explains the background of the city government, the role of the city government, the role of the state legislature, the role of the state government, the role of the city government and the role of the state government.

The second part of the class deals with urban management issues. This class is taught as a seminar, "Langan said.

The third part of the class deals with urban management issues. This class is taught as a seminar, "Langan said.

The requirements for the class are American government 111 and the major of the student must be political science.

I hope to interest students enough in this class that they will go out and actively work in their cities, only then can they change things and make them better.

For a student considering enrolling in this course, "They have to have an interest in government and how it works."

"A person who is going into political science to second must have a concept of how the government works and the desire to hang things together," he stated.

The class emphasis is on urban development and urban management.

"I am hoping to get into computer modeling for a main project, we can do the same, we need more experience or equipment than what we have," Langan said.

"The class involves allot of hard work," he stated.
Returnees bolster linebacker corps

Against hapless Lady Warriors

Bryan Johnson

Scoring 42 runs in a double-header, the Lady Norse demolished the Junior College for the second straight day Monday afternoon. The Lady Norse will travel to Nebraska City Wednesday for the final game of this fourth annual Lady Rhettster tournament.

Freshman Stephanie Lash won a one-hitter to guide the Lady Norse to a 2-0 victory over the Nebraskans in a six-inning game. Lash gave up two singles and walked one batter. Lash is the only starting pitcher in the tournament.

Leading the 21-hit Lady Norse attack with a three-hit triple by rightfielder Michelle Dennis, Marla Skaife, Jennifer Gill, and her team added three singles each.

Twice the Lady Norse rallied seven runs in one inning to lead the way. After building a 10-0 lead through the first three innings, the Lady Norse added six in the fourth inning to take the lead.

Batesville freshman Michelle Collins allowed a run in the sixth, but the Lady Norse scored six runs for the game, the Lady Norse scored six runs in the inning, and the Lady Norse scored seven runs in the inning, and the Lady Norse scored seven runs in the inning.
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Twice the Lady Norse rallied seven runs in one inning to led the way. After building a 10-0 lead through the first three innings, the Lady Norse added six in the fourth inning to take the lead.

Batesville freshman Michelle Collins allowed a run in the sixth, but the Lady Norse scored six runs for the game, the Lady Norse scored six runs in the inning, and the Lady Norse scored seven runs in the inning, and the Lady Norse scored seven runs in the inning.

Twice the Lady Norse rallied seven runs in one inning to led the way. After building a 10-0 lead through the first three innings, the Lady Norse added six in the fourth inning to take the lead.

Batesville freshman Michelle Collins allowed a run in the sixth, but the Lady Norse scored six runs for the game, the Lady Norse scored six runs in the inning, and the Lady Norse scored seven runs in the inning, and the Lady Norse scored seven runs in the inning.

Twice the Lady Norse rallied seven runs in one inning to led the way. After building a 10-0 lead through the first three innings, the Lady Norse added six in the fourth inning to take the lead.

Batesville freshman Michelle Collins allowed a run in the sixth, but the Lady Norse scored six runs for the game, the Lady Norse scored six runs in the inning, and the Lady Norse scored seven runs in the inning, and the Lady Norse scored seven runs in the inning.

Twice the Lady Norse rallied seven runs in one inning to led the way. After building a 10-0 lead through the first three innings, the Lady Norse added six in the fourth inning to take the lead.

Batesville freshman Michelle Collins allowed a run in the sixth, but the Lady Norse scored six runs for the game, the Lady Norse scored six runs in the inning, and the Lady Norse scored seven runs in the inning, and the Lady Norse scored seven runs in the inning.

Twice the Lady Norse rallied seven runs in one inning to led the way. After building a 10-0 lead through the first three innings, the Lady Norse added six in the fourth inning to take the lead.

Batesville freshman Michelle Collins allowed a run in the sixth, but the Lady Norse scored six runs for the game, the Lady Norse scored six runs in the inning, and the Lady Norse scored seven runs in the inning, and the Lady Norse scored seven runs in the inning.
Norsemen survive Cowboy ambush

Golden Hurricane storm by Norse
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Reynolds Boot Shop
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